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download.Fondly called Deep Sea Dwelling by some, the squid-like denizen of the deep resides in the murky waters of the Gulf of California off the Mexican coast. Deep sea dwelling is really
the only description you need. It looks like an octopus, but has eight eyes and eight legs. It is so unassuming that only recently have biologists learned that it is not a type of octopus and
belongs to a distinct group of its own. The deep sea dwelling is hardly a creature that can be gathered and re-introduced to any ecosystem. Researchers have for a long time presumed that this
deep sea dwelling is an ancient species from some time before humans existed. Like the octopus, this squid-like denizen of the deep can be described only with parts. It looks like an octopus,
with eight eyes and eight arms. Its tentacles look somewhat like tendrils and it’s also got eight mouths. An oceanographic expedition in 1986 was the first to see and study this organism in
person, though it was only discovered accidentally by an image-scanning device that happened to catch the denizen. Known as Paralarva benthophila, “the unknown deep sea dwelling”, it is
actually a type of cephalopod, otherwise known as a nautilus, a belemnite, an amphipod, and so on. In biology jargon, a cephalopod is a member of the class Cephalopoda, not the octopus.
Cephalopods in their own class are cuttlefish, squid, and nautiluses. Big Nasty People are fascinated with the squid and octopus because they look so much like a human. Octopuses live on the
surface and are usually seen in their day-to-day habitat. They hunt and feed on crabs, fishes and other small creatures. Squids live
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